Shop Wide Variety Of Engagement Rings
Sylvie Engagement Rings is located in St Louis, Missouri. The Diamond Shop at Sylvie
Engagement Rings carries a wide variety of engagement rings, pearls, watches, silver
jewelry, and anything a customer could be searching for from a professional jewelry store.
Sylvie, the founder and owner, hails from Belgium, the center of the world’s diamond trade
and has years of experience in the diamond industry. This particular fine Jewelry company
has been operating for 6 years. Fine jewelry is available alongside the engagement and
wedding offerings. Sylvie’s rings and jewelry can be found at many Jewelers throughout the
country, including Corinne Jewelers in New Jersey. The diamonds come from conflict free
sources to ensure an ethical final product. There is much controversy about ethical
diamond sourcing, as many diamonds come from countries where wars and violence have
broken out as a result of diamond sourcing and production. Sylvie Engagement Rings
desires to provide an ethical alternative to commercial diamond production by adhering to
the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme, which aims to prevent diamonds tainted by
conflict from entering the market and being sold to consumers, perpetuating the dirty
diamond trade. This is something that an increasing number of consumers are considering
when
shopping
for
diamonds.
Sylvie Engagement Rings offers over 400 engagement ring styles in 14 separate collections,
providing a diverse selection that includes choices for every budget. Popular engagement
ring styles include the classic three stone ring, the single stone halo cut ring, and vintage
cut rings. Multi-stone rings with colored gem and precious stones are also available for
those with more adventurous taste. Rings are available in silver, gold, white gold, rose gold
and platinum. The available collections are Amitie, Ardeur, Eternite, Lune de Miel, Petite,
Sensation, Toujours, Amour, Emotion, Fidelite, Passion, Romance, Tendresse, and Union.
Customers can select from these collections or create their own rings for a more personal
touch. Alongside engagement rings, Sylvie Engagement Rings offers wedding bands with
and without diamonds and fine jewelry designed for special occasions.
Reviews and testimonials of Sylvie Engagement Rings paint a picture of a warm company
with exceptional customer service and high quality, professional care in mind throughout
the process. Customers seem to be satisfied with the both product and the service received
along the process. Many celebrities have been spotted wearing and promoting Sylvie
diamond jewelry (in particular earrings). Sylvie collections have won numerous awards,
including the 2014 Buyer’s Choice Award for Everyday Platinum Jewelry from PGI.

